The Fires: A Novel

Smoke has as many different scents as skin. Part of the pleasure is not knowing what it will be
-- sulfurous or closer to incense or airier and sweeter as I imagine the smell of clouds.Ella is a
connoisseur of fire, a woman enthralled by it as other women are by love. She savors the
seductive promise of a spark, the caress of a curling wisp of smoke, the all-consuming hunger
of a spreading blaze. Ellas heart seethes with a rage that can be spoken only with tongues of
flame.In her remarkable first novel, Rene Steinke has created a narrator so lyrical and lucid in
her madness as to raise the book to the level of romance. Trapped in a sleepy Indiana town,
torn by inner demons that drive her to pyromania and promiscuity, Ella is at once entirely
original and unforgettably real.As she struggles to come to terms with her familys tormented
past and her own uncertain future, she draws the mesmerized reader ever deeper into her
scorched soul, revealing a sensuality that will spiral into final, fiery destruction -- unless it can
be quenched by love.
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The Fires and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. .. Flood's book, an
account of the fire epidemic that ravaged the city in the s. Little Fires Everywhere is a novel
by American author Celeste Ng. It is her second novel and takes place in Shaker Heights, Ohio
where Ng grew up. And After the Fire has ratings and reviews. Fiction said: When I read the
synopsis for this novel it caught my attention for two reasons: First.
Little Fires Everywhere has ratings and reviews. Little Fires Everywhere is such an apt title for
a novel that delves into the intricacies and angst. Georgia Skeehan/firefighter novels by
Suzanne Chazin: about the blaze is shrouded in mystery--the biblical intensity of the fire, its
connection to other arsons. It is less dangerous to burn things than to save them, says year-old
Ella, the protagonist of Steinke's sensitive, eerie first novel. Ella works at the Linden Hotel .
National Jewish Book Award Winner!The New York Times-bestselling author of A Fierce
Radiance and City of Light returns with a new powerful and passionate. The Asian American
writer Celeste Ng's having partially grown up there helps to ground her second novel, Little
Fires Everywhere, with a. Review by Suri Boiangiu. In May , Corporal Henry Sachs is
stationed in Weimar, Germany. He is a happy man; his war is in essence over, and he will
soon.
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